Abstract-Two new constructions are presented for coils and snakes in the hypercube. Improvements are made on the best known results for snake-in-the-box coils of dimensions 9, 10 and 11, and for some other circuit codes of dimensions between 8 and 13. In the first construction, circuit codes are generated from permuted copies of an initial transition sequence; the multiple copies constrain the search, so that long codes can be found relatively efficiently.
A d-dimensional circuit code of spread 2 is here called a d-coil, following the terminology of [1] . Discovering long d-coils is known as the snake-in-the-box problem [2] , and d-coils have been called snakes [3] . In this work, a d-snake is a simple path in I d with spread 2.
A circuit code can be described by its transition sequence (c 0 , c 1 , . . . , c N −1 ) , where c i specifies the coordinate that changes from x i to x i+1 (with wraparound modulo N ). This paper presents two new constructions of circuit codes and some results of these constructions.
II. PERMUTED CIRCUIT CODES
From an initial sequence c An algorithm for constructing permuted circuit codes is as follows:
• All permutations π are generated, up to conjugacy.
• For each permutation, each of the 2 d possible vectors is proposed in turn as a possible initial leap. The initial leap is proposed before the initial sequence, or even the length of the initial sequence, is known.
• When a permutation and an initial leap have been proposed, then successive vertices x
0 , . . . can then be deduced: coordinate i of one leap vector is equal to coordinate π(i) of the next. These vertices are generated until either the k-spread condition is violated (in which case the initial leap is rejected) or the initial vertex is revisited (so that
0 for some P ). In this way, the period P of a permuted circuit code can be deduced from its permutation and its initial leap. To return to the example above, a permutation 01(24)35 and an initial leap (1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1) would be considered.
The permuted leap is the same as the initial leap, which returns to the initial vertex with P = 2.
• The skeleton of initial vertices
0 , . . . , x
0 ) is compared to previous skeletons from the same permutation, and duplicates (up to isomorphism in I d ) are rejected.
Effectively, this is a test whether the proposed initial leap vector is equal to σ(v), where v is a leap vector that has already been proposed, and σ is a permutation that commutes with π. One method for conducting this test is described in Section V.
• For a suitable permutation and initial leap, an exhaustive search with backtracking is then conducted for initial sequences that link x A special case of a permuted circuit code is where the initial sequence is repeated once, unchanged: The definition of a permuted circuit code can be extended to allow the final permuted sequence to be truncated; the transition sequence is then
and π : i → (i + 1) mod d, which ends with N = 10.
When the algorithm was modified to find examples of these special cases, the results were generally shorter than those from full permuted repetitions with similar leap periods.
IV. COMPUTATION TIMES
Given a permutation and an initial leap, the search for an initial sequence may be highly constrained, because every change c etc., and all the new occupied vertices must avoid all other vertices in the coil, with spread k. Also, if P is large, then only a short initial sequence is needed to produce a long coil.
These considerations can make the searches relatively quick.
Example computation times are stated as CPU time for a single processor on an Intel Q8200 Core2 Quad 2.33GHz processor, running the gcc 3.4.5 compiler in Microsoft Vista.
An exhaustive search for permuted 9-coils with leap periods P ≥ 12 took 1 minute; the longest result has length 180 with P = 12. An exhaustive search for permuted 10-coils with leap periods P > 12 took 80 minutes; the longest result has length 320 with P = 16.
The successful search with P = 12 took 4120 minutes (2.8 days). An exhaustive search for permuted 11-coils with leap periods P > 22 took 1320 minutes (0.9 days); the longest result has length 576 with P = 24.
An exhaustive search for 11-coils with P = 22 took 6.9 weeks, but produced its first length-638 result after approximately 2 days. The length-640 11-coil mentioned in Section II was found by a restricted search of P = 20. Given two d-snakes, it will generally be necessary to permute one of the change sequences to search for a successful combination. An efficient way to do this is to add vertices of the permuted second snake to the combined sequence one by one, generating each element of the permutation only when required, and proceeding only when a suitable element can be found. Algorithm 7.2.1.2X in [10] can be used, because it can be used to generate incomplete permutations exactly as required.
The steps in the method are therefore as follows:
• Start with a snake consisting of the first sequence.
• Consider each change in the second sequence, in order. If it is a change number that has not yet been assigned a permutation, generate a new permutation of that change number.
• Append the permutation of each change to the current snake.
• A93A71A62A15A27A16A37051A537A391.
• Coil, spread 3, d = 10: initial sequence 26014, L = 5, permutation (1234567890), P = 20, N = 100.
• Coil, spread 3, d = 11: initial sequence 0A184A5234, L = 10, permutation (12345670)(98)A, P = 16, N = 160.
• Coil, spread 3, d = 11: initial sequence 0623184A, L = 8, permutation (1234567890)A, P = 20, N = 160.
• Natural coil, d = 8: transition sequence 0314035046 0340745135 6253157407 5305670517 0317436 twice, N = 94.
• Coil, d = 9, from construction in Section • Coil, spread 3, d = 9: 0123041502 1603570132 4038175014 5671536012 3674563017 60581735, N = 58.
• Coil, spread 5, d = 12: 0123450617 2803196A04 72160548B7 014A836105 82A9167854 0613A84B, N = 58.
• Coil, spread 6, d = 13: 0123456071 82930A142B 9C630529A7 60124A8305 629B4C5A, N = 50.
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